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Traffic signs are signs placed on the street that 

warn traffic participants how to behave safely, 

ie which rules apply on a certain section of a 

public street.

They make known the restriction of the 

prohibition and the obligation that traffic 

participants must comply with and provide the 

necessary information for safe and secure 

traffic.



They are placed on the right side of the road, next to 

the road, in the direction of vehicle movement, so 

that there are at most two signs on one pillar.

Character types:

1.Danger signs

2.Signs of explicit orders

3.Notice signs



Danger signs
Danger signs have the task of warning 

traffic participants of the danger that 

threatens them on a certain part of the 

road. The danger signs have the shape of an 

equilateral triangle of white color with a 

red rim, and the symbols on the sign are 

black.



Signs of explicit orders
Signs of explicit orders inform traffic 

participants on the way of 

prohibitions, restrictions and 

obligations.

They can be divided into two groups:

1.signs of prohibition and restriction

2.signs of obligation



Signs of prohibition and 
restriction

The color of the restriction and 

prohibition signs is white with a red 

border, and the symbols and 

inscriptions are black.



Signs of obligation

The color of the obligation signs 

is blue, and the symbols and 

inscriptions are white.



Notice signs

Notification signs provide traffic participants 

with the necessary information about the 

route they are taking, the names of the places 

they pass through and the distances from 

those places. They also provide information on 

the expiration of explicit command signs as 

well as other useful notices.



Notice signs

These signs have the shape of a 

square, rectangle or circle. The 

exception is the arrow signpost.

The basic color of the notice signs is 

yellow with symbols and 

inscriptions in black, blue or green 

with symbols and inscriptions in 

white, or white with symbols and 

inscriptions in black.


